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Abstract - Crime is one of the biggest violations that has been not yet completely solved ever since the evolution of human race. In
order to solve this, crime analysis and prediction is one of the methods. Crime analysis is a scientific way of developing effective
strategies to prevent crime in future. In this project the crime analysis and prediction is done using different clustering approaches for
and various regression methods. DBSCAN and k-means clustering methods are used for analysis and regression methods such as ridge,
naïve Bayes and linear are used for prediction. Silhouette coefficient is used to determine the efficiency of the clustering methods. The
error values from the regression are determined using root mean square method. The crime data is extracted from State Crime Records
Bureau (SCRB) of Tamilnadu, India. It contains crime information about 38 different cities and districts. With the help of this
approach, crime can be predicated and reduced it in the future.
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1. Introduction
in future with the given cluster of data [15].The objective
of our work is to predict and analyze crimes in 38
different cities of Tamil Nadu by using clustering and
regression methods. For this purpose K-Means and
DBSCAN algorithms are used for clustering the data. The
clustered data is then compared using silhouette coefficient algorithm, from which the most effective
clustering method from K-means and DBSCAN is
determined for the given data set. The clustered
data is then sent to Regression methods such as ridge,
naive Bayes, and linear for predicting crime for the given
data set and the result is viewed in the form of graphs.

Crime is a threat to humans caused by fellow beings
which can be punishable by the law of government. A
study of crime and the sciences that collects and
investigate data on it and crime performance is called
Criminology [12]. The activities of crime had been
constantly increasing and it is the responsibility of the
police to control and prevent it. Crime analysis and its
prediction is difficult for the police as the volume of data
is large. Therefore we need scientific methods to predict
and analyze crime. This way the time and space is
reduced. There are two methods of data mining for this
purpose. They are clustering and regression methods
respectively. The grouping of similar data is called
clustering [14]. The dense spots are known as clusters and
the rest is called noise. With the help of clustering, the
data are sorted according to the conditions given.
Regression is a method which helps to predict the crime

The efficiency of each regression methods is determined
using root mean square method. Big data–Hive is used for
data storage in order to enhance privacy and security to
protect the crime data.
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2. Headings and Footnotes

•
•
•

In figure 1 the raw data it extracted from SCRB and is
stored in hive .The data is then processed and clustered
using DBSCAN and K-means clustering .The clusters are
compared using Silhouette method and the best of the
two clusters is stored for regression .The stored clustered
data is then used in various regression methods. Finally
the accuracy of each regression is calculated using root
mean square method and is shown graphically.

•

2.2.2 K-Means:

2.1 Map Reduce:
Map reduce is model that generates data sets on a cluster
[13]. The raw data is loaded in Hadoop using map reduce.
Later, the same data is loaded into hive to make multiple
copies of the data to avoid loss of data and to use the data
in R. Code generation is done in eclipse as shown in •
•
figure 2.
•

2.2 Clustering:
2.2.1 DBSCAN:

•
•

DBSCAN is density-based spatial clustering of
applications with noise. The DBSCAN algorithm is
basically based on clustering points within the distance of
epsilon with some initial minimum number of points.
[13]It requires epsilon (Eps) as one parameter value and
minimum number points as the other parameter.
(MinPts).It begins with a random point as its starting
point. It then identifies and joins all the nearby points
within distance Eps of that particular starting point. A
cluster is formed when the number of nearby points joined
is greater than or equal to MinPts. If the nearby points is
less than the minimum number of points the particular
starting point is declared as noise. The start point is then
marked as visited. The algorithm repeats the evaluation
process for all the neighbors’ repeatedly. If the number of
neighboring nodes is less than MinPts, the point is
marked as noise.

•

K-means clustering partitions objects into k clusters where
each object belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean
[14].This produces k different clusters. The best number
of clusters k which leads to the greatest distance is not
known as a priority and must be calculated from the
dataset. The aim of K-Means clustering is used to
minimize the squared error function. The algorithm is as
follows:
It clusters the data into k groups. k is predefined
Selects k points at random as clusters.
Assigns objects to their closest cluster in accordance with
the Euclidean distance function
Calculates the centroid or the mean of all objects in each
cluster.
The steps are repeated until no data point is reassigned.
2.3.3 Silhouette Coefficient:
Silhouette coefficient has been used to find the efficiency
of the cluster formed and helps to form more efficient
clusters.[17]
The silhouette coefficient of a data point i is calculated
from Eq(1)
Where a(i) is the silhouette coefficient; b(i) is the
difference of the data i with all other data in the same
cluster; c(i) is the difference of the data i with the closely
associated cluster.
The silhouette coefficient of a cluster can be calculated by
finding the mean of all the data points in the cluster.
The silhouette coefficient can take values between − 1 and
1. A value closer to one is considered better for the
clusters formed.

2.3 Regression:

If a cluster is fully expanded then the algorithm continues
to iterate through the remaining unvisited points in the
dataset. The algorithm is as follows:
•
•

If M has no starting points then terminate.
Select a starting point in M.
Let Y be the set of points that can be reached
from a by going forward then Create a cluster
containing ∪ a {
}
Repeat the steps until all points are visited.

This section discusses on the different regression
technologies used in our work.

Initiate a graph whose points to be clustered.
For each starting-point a, create an edge from a
to every point p in the range 0 of a.
Set M to the points of the graph;

2.3.1 Linear regression:
The most straight forward and easy to use regression for
any model is linear regression. A linear regression
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consists of two fields a dependent value and an
independent value. Dependent values can be Dacoity,
rape, etc. Year as independent values. Equation of a
straight line Eq(2)

rape, etc. as our dependent variable. We pass it to the
formula of Gaussian distribution and calculate the
accuracy.

3. Tables, Figures and Equations
2.3.2 Ridge regression:

3.1 Tables and Figures

Linear regression can sometimes have much deviation
from the original graph to improve the accuracy. Hence
we use ridge regression. To avoid the under fitting and
over fitting we use biasing and variance to enhance the
accuracy of our model. Under fitting occurs when
algorithm does not fit the data very well and over fitting
occurs when a model learns the data in detail in a way
that it has negative impacts on the performance of the
model. Python code is used to find different values of
alpha, order to overcome errors and for better accuracy of
the crime that is predicted. Alpha was used with values
15, 0.5 and 0.001 for dacoity, murder and rape
respectively.
2.3.3 Naïve Bayes:
Naïve Bayes algorithm is a powerful classification
algorithm. It works on conditional probability which is
used to calculate the probability of an event by using its
earlier knowledge. It is faster than many other algorithms.
It uses Bayes theorem for classifying different classes of
data.
The basic formula for Naïve Bayes is Eq(3)
Where P(X|Y) is the probability of X when an event Y has
already happened.
P(Y|X) - probability of Y when an event X has happened.
P(X) - probability of event X.
P(Y) - probability of event Y.

Fig 1. Flow diagram

There are three classification of Naïve Bayes algorithm.
1) Gaussian distribution
2) Multinomial
3) Bernoulli

Fig 2. Map Reduce

For our case Gaussian distribution is preferred because
our model follows a normal distribution and has
continuous values. Multinomial and Bernoulli are ruled
out because Multinomial is used for discrete counts and
Bernoulli is used for if my feature vector are binary i.e. 0
or 1.
In Gaussian distribution we have taken year as our
independent variable and crime like Murder, Dacoity,

Fig 3. Word Cloud of Crime dataset
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Clustering:

Fig 4. Distance threshold for clustering

Fig 6. Silhouette coefficient for DBSCAN

Table 1- Types of clustering and its error values:

DBSCAN:

CLUSTERING
DBSCAN
K-MEANS

0.08 ,0.31
,0.34 ,0.44

K-Means:

Fig 5. DBSCAN clustering

Fig 7. K-means clustering
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. Naïve Bayes regression:

Fig 11. Naïve Bayes regression for rape
Fig 8. Silhouette coefficient for K-means
Table 2- Types of regression and its error values

Regression:

REGRESS
IONS

Linear regression:

LINEAR

RIDGE

NAÏVE
BAYES

RSQUARED
ERROR
VALUE
0.6
84
3
0.8
09
5
0.9
10
8

Fig 9. Linear regression for dacoity

3.2 Equations
Ridge regression:

4. Conclusions:
Table 1 shows the accuracy of DBSCAN clustering and
K-means clustering using Silhouette coefficient. The

Fig 10. Ridge regression for dacoity
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clustering methods are implemented and their
performance is tested based on accuracy. On comparing
their performance the DBSCAN clustering has high
accuracy for the given dataset and forms effective clusters.
Table 2 shows Linear, Ridge and Naïve Bayes regressions
and their corresponding R- squared error value. On
comparing the different
values and considering the
accuracy of our model, naïve Bayes regression show better
results as the values are closer to 1. Thus, this system will
help law enforcing agencies, police officials and general
public in enforcing laws and providing necessary
protection in areas that are vulnerable to crime.

[11]

In future, this work can be extended to have improved
regression algorithms along with Neuro-linguistic
programming (nlp) which helps in natural language
understanding and recognition to analyze and predict
criminals more efficiently.

[15]

[12]
[13]

[14]

[16]
[17]
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